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Abstract 
During the rush hours there always happens a spillback between upstream intersection and downstream intersection. The 
spillback may lead to deadlock, then a heavy traffic congestion happens. Based on coordinate control, the paper focuses on 
studying the offset between the adjacent intersections when it is saturated. Firstly, the paper studies the flow rate during a 
green phase and finds the differences between unsaturated and saturated. Then based on the differences, the paper studies the 
formation of the residual queue in every cycle when it is saturated and gives a model to calculate it. Further more, the paper 
also studies the relationship between residual queue and offset. So a dynamic control strategy is proposed to cope with the 
saturated traffic flow. At the end, a simulation experiment is conducted to test the proposed strategy. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.  
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1. Introduction 
When coordination control, to cope with the offset between adjacent intersections, traditionally, there are two 
ways: 1) if the distance between two intersections is too short, seting the offset as 0 and the signals are consistent; 
2) if the distance cannot be ignored, the offset may be decided by the distance and the speed of the traffic flow. 
But when it is rush because traffic volume is huge, so queues at the 
downstream intersections often reach the upstream intersections. If the first way is adopted, the though-put of the 
upstream intersections will be decreased. If using the second way, because of residual queue, the offset is always 
disabled. Therefore, the study on how to control the spillback and meanwhile keep the capacity of upstream 
intersection under saturated conditon becomes the focus of this study.  
Gazis(1964) raised the concept of oversaturated for a single intersection with two competing streams. After 
that, many researchers devote to the study of oversaturated. Firstly, maybe concentrate on a single intersection 
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which is oversaturated. Tang-Hisen Chang(2000) proposed a timing decision methodology which considers the 
whole oversaturation period. Then give the optimal cycle length and the optimal assigned green time. PANOS G. 
MICHALOPOULOS(1979) applied shockwave theory into traffic signal control. Then, scholars realized 
shockwave theory is a very eff
a real time control policy minimizing total intersection delays subject to queue length constraints. The policy is 
derived from a new traffic model which describes the simultaneous evolution of queue lengths of two conflicting 
traffic streams. He also adopted shock wave theory to describe the evolution of queue lengths. Though he took 
t ensure its effectiveness. 
Xinkai Wu and Henry X. Liu (2009,2010,2011) published several papers to study the shockwave and the 
saturated control. They made a great contribution to the application of shockwave theory in saturated control. 
Xiaoguang YANG (2006) used shockwave theory and space-time diagram to study the capacity of short-linked 
intersections and built capacity model and loss of capacity model. He found offset can affect capacity, but further 
research on this phenomenon is also needed. Xiaofang YANG (2010) found that there always exists spillback on 
left-turn lanes, so she came up with a strategy to design the signal phases to avoid the spillback, but the model 
she proposed may ignore the initial queue at the beginning of every cycle. DING(2008) defined a parameter 
called fluctuation coefficient. Based on traffic shock wave theory, she brought forward a new method to optimize 
the signal control parameters. GU(2008,2010) took minimum delay as objective and the distance between 
adjacent intersections as constraint, then he built a model to optimize the offset to realize effective coordinate 
control. Henry X. Liu and Xinkai Wu(2010) used shock wave theory study the real time queue length at 
signalized intersection. They ues high-resolution traffic signal data to identify several threshold state point, then 
real time queue length was calculated. From the above research results, we find that shock wave theory is widely 
used in calculating queue length, especially when it is saturated. But another remarkable phenomenon is that 
researchers hardly put offset and queue length together to study their relationship and how they affect the 
capacity of an intersection.  
Therefore, we intend to study the inner relationship between offset and queue length. Firstly, we use shock 
wave theory to study how to control the offset to make the stop wave at the downstream intersection(Fig.1) 
spreads to upstream intersection and meanwhile the signal of the secondary road at the upstream intersection can 
turn red to stop vehicles running into the main road, so this can avoid the spillback. Then, when the signal of the 
secondary road at the upstream intersection turns green, the discharge wave can reach the upstream intersection, 
so the left-turn vehicles on the secondary road can run into the main road fluency. This can ensure the capacity of 
the secondary road and avoid wasting green time. This process is the main target we want to achieve. Fig.1 shows 
the scene we describe. These two intersections are both signalized intersections and have the same cycle length. 
They both have two phases(east-west phase and north-south phase). 
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Fig.1 Study Scene 
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 present the process of modeling. In this section, we will talk 
about the differences between saturated and unsaturated in through-put, the reasons for deaklock and its 
avoidance, the formation of residual queue and the calculation of optimal offset. Then based on this, a strategy on 
coordinate control is proposed at the end of this section. Section 3 shows a simulation experiment which 
including four parts to test the proposed model and strategy. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper with some 
remarks. 
2. Modeling 
2.1. Differences between saturated and unsaturated in through-put 
Fig2 shows that the relationship between flow rate and time during green time when it is unsaturated and 
saturated. So the throughtput in a green period can be calculated as: 
ni
i
ii stSN
1
                                                                                                                                           (1) 
where N is thoughtput; iS and ist  are the average flow rate and the duration of stage i . Obviously, we can find 
that there exists a valley(flow rate is 0, stage 4) on saturated curve. That s because the spillback have happened 
and vehicles cannot move on. So some green time will be wasted during this cycle. By the way, stage 4 is not 
necessarily, but traditional conrol strategy always lead to stage 4. 
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Fig.2 Relationship between flow rate and time 
on how to adjust offset to avoid deadlock and secondly concentrated on optimizing offset to prevent stage 4 and 
to improve the utilization of green time. Then the throughput will be increased. 
2.2. Reasons for deadlock and its avoidance 
Spillback is the main reason 
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conflicting traffic streams have got right-of-way, so if the drivers do not obey the rules, they run into the 
intersection despite the spillback, then deadlock happens 
Fig.3 illustrates the stop shockwave and the discharge shockwave when the downstream intersection turns red, 
where nl  is the residual queue. To avoid the deadlock, 
u
gt (the tail of the green time of upstream intersection), Ct  
(the time stop wave arrives at upstream intersection) and Bt (the time discharge wave reach upstream 
intersection ) should have one of the relationship in the Table.1. 
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Fig.3 Relationship between stop wave and discharge wave 
Table.1 cases of not happening deadlock 
No. Relationship Description 
1 CB
u
g ttt  
Fig.3(a):The green phase ends before stop wave arrives at upstream 
intersection. But this always happens when it is unsaturated. 
2 ugBC ttt  
Fig.3(b):The discharge wave have already arrived at upstream intersection, 
when it turns red. So the conflicting streams(secondary road in Fig.1) can 
go through the intersection without waiting. Therefore it can avoid 
deadlock. 
3 ugB tt  
Fig.3(c): 0 , a small value. Though the discharge wave haven t got to 
upstream intersection, conflicting streams can run like case 2 because 
phase-switching(green on the main road swithch to green on the secondary 
road) need some time. 
It is easy to find that if case 2, some green time( CB tt ) will be waste. That s because the green time is used 
to wait for the discharge wave to get. Compared with case 2, case 3 uses (phase-switching time) to wait for the 
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discharge wave. To some extent, it reduces the lost green time in case 2. Therefore, the utilization of green time 
of the whole intersection has been improved, so does the throughput. 
2.3. Residual queue 
If it is saturated, some vehicles cannot pass through the intersection when green time is over. These vehicles 
are called residual queue. Residual queue is an important factor for saturated control. So the following is a model 
to estimate resudual queue. 
In the Fig.4, 1v and 2v  separately stand for stop wave and discharge wave. Bt  is the moment that discharge 
wave reach upstream intersection. 3v and 3~v  are also shockwave called departure wave. 3v is formed by the 
turning vehicles on the secondary road running into the main road. 3
~v  is formed by the very next straight-going 
vehicles on the main road when green phase begins. 4v  is called compression wave and it has the same speed as 
the discharge wave, as both waves are generated from the discontinuity between saturated and jamed traffic 
conditions. These velocities of all waves can be estimated using equation(2) where )( ba qq  and )( ba kk  are the 
traffic flow rate and density of upstream(downstream), respectively. 1nl is residual queue of the (n-1)th cycle; nl  
is the residual queue of the nth cycle. 
ab
ab
m kk
qqv                                                                                                                                                 (2) 
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Fig.4 Formation of the residual queue 
From the Fig.4, we can find that 3v and 3~v  both can meet 4v , then both have a residual queue. So the residual 
queue may have two possibilities( and ). Residual queue  is easy to understand. But when the left-turn 
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vehicles on the secondary road are all pass through downstream intersection, residual queue  may appear. 
Therefore residual queue nl  can be estimated by equation(3)(4)and(5), where r is the red time on the main road. 
if 
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According to equation (3)(4)and(5), we can collect traffic information to estimate the residual queue. 
2.4. Model to calculate offset 
In section 2.2, we have given the restrictions that can avoid deadlock. The three cases in Table.1 arise from 
different offsets. However, offset is relate to residual queue. So in order to maximize through-put, we choose case 
3 in Table.1 to study the optimal offset. To simplify the research, we choose the cycle before saturated cycle as 
the initial research status. And assume that it is the nth cycle and when this cycle ends, its residual queue is nl . L 
is the distance between the two intersections. 
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Fig.5 Time and space of vehicles and shock waves 
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From the above figure(Fig.5), we can draw: 
u
gB
C
u
g
tt
tT 0
                                                                                                                                               (6) 
In equation (6), the above shows when to turn off the green on main road to avoid spillback; the below means 
that we use the lost time( ) to wait for the dis charge wave. Then, the reasonable offset( o ) can be calculated as: 
21 v
L
v
lL
v
lLtto nnur
d
r                                                                                                      (7) 
In equation (5), v  is the mean speed on the main road; the other variables are same to the above equations. nl  
is given by equation(3) and (5). 
2.5. Strategy on saturated control 
Because of the intimate relationship between offset and residual queue, we come up with a strategy to adjust 
offset dynamically according to the above equations(2-7) when it is saturated. The control strategy is discribed as 
Fig.6. The unsaturated control in Fig.6 is traditional coordination control(static control), where offset is 
calculated by traditional model(by distance and speed). 
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Fig6 Control strategy 
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3. Simulation 
The simulation tool is VISSIM. We use it to test the dynamic control strategy. During the simulation, the 
unsaturated control is implemented by using a fixed offset which is calculated by v
L . The simulation network 
are like Fig7. 
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Fig.7 Simulation network 
3.1. Simulation parameters and process 
The assumptions: 
1.the distance between two intersection is 300; 
2.the two intersection both have two phase and the cycle is both 90s; 
3.all red time is 1s and amber time is 3s; the lost time( ) is 5s; 
4.the green time of each intersection on the main road is 48s; 
5.the mean speed on the road is 25km/h; the traffic flow on the secondary road are both 500pecu/h(the 
proportion of left-through-right is 2:4:4); we also suppose that all the left-turning cars are straight-going cars at 
the downstream intersection; cart proportion is 0.08. 
The simulation process is divide into four parts. They are in Table.2. Sim.1 and sim.2 represent unsaturated 
condition, while sim.3 and sim.4 represent saturated condition. Dynamic control is the strategy we proposed 
above and traditional control is just same to the unsaturated control in Fig.7. The simulation time are all 0~5400s, 
but we choose 1800~5400s as the analysis period. Every simulation(sim.1,sim.2,sim.3,sim.4) has been conducted 
by 5 times. 
Table.2 Simulation plan 
No. Traffic flow on main road(pcu) R-T-L proportion Control strategy 
Sim.1 800 1:8:1 Traditional control 
Sim.2 800 1:8:1 Dynamic control  
Sim.3 2000 1:8:1 Traditional control 
Sim.4 2000 1:8:1 Dynamic control 
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3.2. Simulation result and analysis 
Through the simulation, we have got the through-put on the main road, the average delay from upstream 
intersection to downstream intersection and the average stops of these two intersections. The simulation results 
are shown in Fig.8. 
 
 
Fig.8 Simulation results 
The simulation results shows that when it is unsaturated(sim.1 and sim.2), dynamic control is inferior to 
traditional control. The average throughput decreases by 6%; the average delay increases by 25.6%, so does the 
average stops(by 33.3%). Though the dynamic control is designed to include the traditional control, it cann t take 
over the traditional control. The reasons may be that the dynamic control is based on saturated condition. 
Especially, the calculation of nl  is improper when it is unsaturated. However when it is saturated(sim.3 and 
sim.4), dynamic control shows its advantages. Though the average delay doesn t decrease much, the average 
throughput gets a huge increase by 32.9% and the average stops also drops. 
In addition, we also collect the throughput of the secondary road on the upstream intersection during the 
simulations. These average data are in Table.3 and the exact data(each simualtion) are shown by Fig.9. 
Table.3 Average through-put of secondary road 
average  
throught-put(pcu/h) 
sim.1 sim.2 sim.3 sim.4 
1001 985 529 706 
 
 
Fig.9 The exact data of through-put on secondary road 
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From Table.3 and Fig.10, we can find that when it is unsaturated, the through-put of these two control strategy 
are nearly same; while when it is saturated, the dynamic control(sim.4) can obviously improve the through-put of 
the secondary road. This also confirms the effectiveness of the dynamic control. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper, the residual queue and the offset have been seriously studied to improve the through-put. 
Residual queue is very important in saturated control. So we use shockwave theory to study all kinds of 
shockwave on adjacent intersections, then a model is built to estimate the residual queue. In order to maximize 
the throught-put, another model has been proposed to show the relationship between the offset and the residual 
queue. Then, we proposed a model to calculate the optimal offset when there exist a residual queue(saturated 
condition). After that, a dynamic control strategy has been introduced to cope with saturated condition. At last, a 
series of simulation tests have been conducted. As expected, the simulation result confirms the strategy we 
proposed. 
r example, if the intersection has three or 
four phases, the model to estimate residual queue may be improper. Besides this, the applicable conditions of the 
 on. These 
questions may be studied in the future. 
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